PRESS INFORMATION
Boulogne-Billancourt, 26 February 2016

MICHELIN CONFIRMS THE TRANSPARENCY OF ITS TIRE TESTING
POLICY
Following declarations by a manufacturer in the Scandinavian press regarding certain tire-testing
practices in the tire industry, Michelin affirms that:
- It has never designed or manufactured tires specifically for tests conducted by the media,
automobile associations or any other organisations.
- It has for years conducted reproducible tests that reflect real life driving conditions using series
production tires.
Michelin has always been committed to ensuring that the conditions used to test its tires faithfully
represent the conditions encountered by consumers in their actual day-to-day usage.
In this context, Michelin continues to advocate for tests that demonstrate the sustainable
performance of tires.
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DISCLAIMER
This press release is not an offer to purchase or a solicitation to recommend the purchase of Michelin shares. To
obtain more detailed information on Michelin, please consult the documents filed in France with Autorité des
Marchés Financiers, which are also available from the www.michelin.com/eng website.
This press release may contain a number of forward-looking statements. Although the Company believes that
these statements are based on reasonable assumptions as at the time of publishing this document, they are by
nature subject to risks and contingencies liable to translate into a difference between
actual data and the forecasts made or inferred by these statements.
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